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To highlight ReCAP projects relevant to the preservation of rural infrastructure
  - How do we better preserve/maintain what we have
  - Implications of EOD and appropriate standards

Focus on appropriate management and maintenance of rural infrastructure
  - Traditionally the poor relation
  - Optimisation of limited resources (Funding & Local manpower and resources)
  - Appropriate management systems

Climate resilience and adaptation measures

Protection of the road reserve

High Tech Solutions
  - Inventory of rural roads
  - Condition assessments

Maintenance
  - Intermediate technologies
  - Tractor-based solution

Cost/Benefits Analysis
  - SECAP trials
Focus of the presentation and discussion

- Background and progress to date
- Significant outcomes to date
- Future anticipated outcomes and potential benefits
- Uptake and embedment in all ReCAP countries
  - Some regional and some national projects
  - Roll-out of regional projects
  - Relevance to individual countries
    - Nepal project relevance to Uganda
    - Zambia tractors to other countries
  - Information sharing between members
Afternoon Session

- PIT meeting
  - Asset management project team
  - Lead country representatives
  - Other ReCAP country representatives
- Site Visit to expressway
- ReCAP Technical Panel meeting
- Conference dinner at 19:00
Thank you for your attention
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